My Comments

Tomatoes
Black and
Brown Bear

Black and Brown Boar. This looks like a Black
Zebra, slightly larger with some lobes. Midearly to early. 65-75 days. Indet. regular
leaf. Pumps out 3-4" fruit like crazy. Aggressive
grower and producer. Great avor, dark earthy
tones of rich tomato.

Seems to not
want to stop
producing! Early
and great taste!

Black Russian
Black Russian. Heirloom. Dark
mahogany-red 100g (4oz) fruits from
Russia with green shoulders, welladapted to growing under tough
conditions in late season. Sweet,
balanced avors make this one of the
best tasting black tomatoes.
Indeterminate. 80 days.
Cherry tomato, 70-75 days grows tall with
clusters of 1 inch sized fruit. Juicy and great
avour.

Campbell

Campbell. Medium large rm, crack tolerant
fruits. Good for market and canning with good
avor and texture. Aple green shoulders on
bright red fruits. Determinate. 70 days. VF

Gold Nugget
Cherry
Tomato

Gold Nugget: Determinate. 60 days The
earliest tomato to ripen in our garden, year
after year. Bushes grow 1m (3') and are
covered with 2cm (1") diameter, round, yellow
tomatoes with a rich sweet taste when fully
ripe. Incredible yields all summer and perfect
for containers.
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Seed

Very reliable,
sweet and juicy,
grows very tall,
needs staking.
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Indigo Rose

Indigo rose- 80 days. Indigo Rose is the rst
high-anthocyanin tomato commercially
available anywhere in the world. The high
amount of anthocyanin (a naturally occurring
pigment that has been shown to ght disease
in humans) creates quite a vibrant indigo,
almost blue skin on the 2 inch, round fruit. Well
balanced, multi-faceted tomato avor. The
indeterminate plants have an open habit and
are very vigorous producers.

New Yorker

New Yorker. Large, round, bright red 100-150g
(4-6oz) fruits. Sweet-tart taste from meaty
esh. Good for short season or cooler areas.
Good yield. Determinate. 65 days.

Ripe when
bottom turns red,
great avour and
keeps well when
picked to ripen
on counter

Rutgers Paste
Rutgers. Heirloom, originally developed in
1928, re ned by Rutgers Univeristy in
1943. Bright red, solid, medium 150-200g
(6-8oz) globe fruits. Rich avor. Smooth,
thick walls are crack resist. Good reliable
yield making an excellent canning or
slicing variety. Widely adaptable, large
disease resist plants. Determinate.
60-100 days. (VFA)

Fruits are
huge and
tasty and
make salsa
making a
breeze.

Siletz
Siletz: 70-75 days. Bush. A well-behaved
plant and so generous with large, good
tasting tomatoes! Developed by Dr.
Baggett at Oregon State U. A tall bush
that actually keeps on producing for a
long time, starting with BIG round fruit
with rich tomato avour. V, F1.
Teton de
Venus
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Teton de Venus. Heirloom, Navajo. Heartshaped red tomatoes grow in pairs with a
small nipple. Incredible meaty esh tastes
as good as it looks. Indeterminate. 75
days.
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Seed

Grew her a
few years
back, has
excellent
taste and
just looks
so
awesome.

Seed
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Sprite
Compact, thin stemmed plant. Grows
110-130 cm. Prolific producer of oval fruit
which are firm and savoury. Grow this
plant with multiple stems.

Versennij
Michurinski
Cherry Tomato, bountiful producer with a
long harvest harvest time. Grows tall to 2 m in
height. Remove suckers and stake.

51. Rosovij
perzevidnij
(Vater’s
Himbeerrote
oval)

Russian pinkish, oval, juicy and meaty
tomato. Fruits are between 80-100 g. Leave 3
stems.

Vater’s
Himbeerrote
rund

Oval red tomato. Fruits grow to 6-10 cm.
Meaty and great taste! Leave stems and
prune the rest.

Seed
Peppers

Have grown
her before
and thought
her the
most ugliest
tomato
plant ever.
Well, you
should not
judge
before you
tried her.
She has an
amazing
taste.
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Purple
Beauty

75 seeds

California
wonder

Purple Beauty pepper seeds produce compact,
bushy plants with thick protective foliage. The
fruits begin to form mid-summer, starting as big,
blocky, meaty three to four lobed green bell
peppers, before maturing to an astonishing bright
purple colour. Purple Beauty was grown out from
the original hybrid Purple Belle, and now
produces open pollinated seeds for seed saving
and home seed production. The avour of these
remarkable fruits is mild, sweet, and succulent,
with a ne, crispy texture. The cut fruits look
absolutely spectacular mixed with yellow or
orange peppers, so they belong in every foodie's
garden
Matures in 70-75 days. (Open-pollinated seeds)
California Wonder Organic Pepper Seeds are
one of the standards for growing bell peppers.
Loved by market growers and home gardens
across the country CERTIFIED ORGANIC
California Wonder bears heavy, smooth-skinned,
thick-walled, blocky peppers on vigorous
45-60cm (18-24") tall plants. Peppers are 4lobed and start out light green, turning dark
green, but with enough heat they'll turn a lovely
red. Try this variety in a ve gallon container, but
give it lots of heat, fertile soil, and even moisture
for the best results. Well grown plants are
extremely generous, and produce over a long
period in summer
Matures in 65-75 days. Open-pollinated seeds

Hungarische
Spitzpaprika

Hungarian pointed long red sweet pepper.
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Red longish sweet pepper 20cm x 10 diameter
Sweet, thick
Seeds collected from fruit of Dianna from Market eshed, great
taste!
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‘No Name’
red longish
pepper

.
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35 seeds
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Seed

Slimmer than
the above
pepper , and
has great taste
for fresh eating
or in dishes.
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Hot peppers
Chilli d’arbol

Small, dark red chiles grow on this Mexican heirloom
bush, and pack a wallop at 15,000 - 30,000 SHUs. Try
Chile de Arbol pepper seeds in containers and move
indoors into a greenhouse over winter, and it will come
back as a perennial for several years. The thinskinned fruits set generously on the plants, and are
easy to dry. Once they are dry, they have a very long
shelf life, and develop a very pleasant, hot, smoky,
distinctive avour. The chiles are borne on tall, upright
plants (chile de arbol = "tree chile"), that will perform
well in three to ve gallon containers. Take homemade
salsa to a whole new level with these wonderfully

Small red, heavy producing hot pepper. She will turn
black before red. Can be kept on windowsill over
winter.

.


Siberian
house chilli
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Gorgeous jalapeno-shaped peppers mature from
bright green to nearly jet black, and nally to intense
scarlet red. The productive 60cm (24") tall plants are
loaded with fruits of medium heat. Use the pods
interchangeably with jalapeno peppers for a shock of
colour in dips and salsas. The avour of these
peppers really brightens as they mature, and the
colours stand out on market tables. Try Black
Hungarian pepper seeds in patio containers, but aim
to keep the soil constantly moist during the growing
season, and keep the plants well ventilated by
allowing air circulation around the containers.
Matures in 75 days. (Open-pollinated seeds)
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Black
Hungarian
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Jalapeno M Pepper Seeds produce pungent, thickwalled and juicy dark green peppers that are 8cm (3")
long and about 2cm(1") wide with a blunt end. On the
coast, fruits set well on mid-sized plants 60-90cm
(24-36") tall. If there are still green peppers on the
plant at the end of the season, pull up the whole plant
and hang in a dry spot for it to nish ripening to red.
Use green peppers for fresh eating, pickling, and
sauces, and dry the red ones. 2,000 - 5,000 SHU's.
Jalapeno M works well in three to ve gallon
containers, and is suitable for patio growing. Dried,
smoked jalapenos are known as chipotle
Matures in 70 days. (Open-pollinated seeds)
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Jalapeño
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avoured chile peppers
Matures in 80-90 days. (Open-pollinated seeds)
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Ancho

Heart-shaped peppers are 7-10cm (3-4") long with a
mildly pungent and slightly sweet taste. In its fresh
form (called "poblano") it is a very dark, glossy green
and is used roasted and stuffed for rellenos (remove
skin after roasting). When poblano peppers are dried
and smoked, they're known as Mulato. When reddishbrown and dried (called ancho) it is used to make chili
powder and mole sauce. Ancho pepper seeds produce
plants with lots of high quality, dark-green peppers that
ripen to red. 1,000 - 2,000 SHU's. As pepper plants
go, Ancho can get fairly large, so provide ample root
space in containers that are three to ve gallons or
bigger
Matures in 80 days. (Open-pollinated seeds)

Cayenne
Long red

This is a hot pepper, stocky plants with glossy,
deep green leaves that bear large crops of 4-5
“ green peppers. Mature peppers ripen to a
bright red.

Eggplant
Traviata

CERTIFIED ORGANIC! Traviata Organic
eggplant seeds produce relatively large,
spineless plants. The fruits are large, very dark
purple, and have shiny skins and an overall
appealing look. The classic bell shaped fruits are
quite abundant on each plant, and the plants
keep producing over a long season. The plants
are well suited to greenhouse cultivation, but will
perform in the eld setting too. They are even
productive in patio containers, but use fertile soil
and provide plenty of heat. For container
growing, select pots with good drainage at least
three to ve gallons in size. Harvest the fruits at
15cm (6") for the best avour.

Herbs
Basil

Genovese (green)
Purple
Thai

Parsley

6 in a pack
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White
cabbage

Seed

Comments

Red
cabbage

6 in a pack

Kohlrabi
(Superschm
elz)

6 in a pack

Leeks

~20 in a Plug

